Selecting a breeder
It is vital that you buy a puppy from a responsible breeder who
is registered with the relevant Canine Authority in their State
or Territory, eg Dogs Victoria. The breeder must be registered
with the Australian National Kennel Council (ANKC) and have
a kennel prefix.
The Golden Retriever Club of Victoria has a code of ethics that all
breeders must follow, to ensure breeders only breed responsibly
and to the breed standard.
Before you consider a puppy you should ensure that both parents
have had the recommended hereditary health checks.
• The sire and dam should both have a CHEDS Hip and Elbow
Dysplasia Scheme certificate, with their hip and elbow scores.
• Both the sire and dam should have a current clear Australian
Canine Eye Scheme (ACES) certificate. (These are renewed
annually.)
• Both parents should also have a clear heart certificate certifying that
they are free from heart disease.
• When you visit the breeder, you should find a clean environment,
healthy and well-socialised puppies and a dam with a good
temperament. Information on the sire should be available on
request. The breeder should provide you with a complete record
of worming and vaccinations, feeding and care instructions,
the puppy’s ANKC Certified Pedigree, microchip transfer and
Certificates showing the sire and dam results for examinations for
hereditary defects.
• Avoid puppies showing signs of timidity, shyness or those in an
obviously neglected condition.

The GRCV can provide a list of breeders
but expect that you may have to wait
6-12 months to get a puppy as they are
in high demand. There are restrictions
on how often a breeder can breed and
these regulations must be followed.

We also recommend you do not pay a deposit until you
have met the breeder and seen the puppies.

Other factors to consider
Prices for a Golden Retriever puppy vary but expect to pay
between $3000-3500 (*2019) for a puppy from a good breeder.
Show quality puppies do not usually cost more than pet puppies.
The purchase price of a puppy is not the only cost to consider,
your puppy will require proper care including good quality food,
vaccinations, regular worming, training costs, plus bedding, crate,
and toys. Your puppy will also need to be registered with your
local council, and desexed at an appropriate age.
Generally ANKC breeders do NOT use online selling sites such
as Gumtree and Trading Post. ANKC registered breeders use
Dogzonline which is a site only for ANKC breeders.
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Want to know more?
Please visit the Golden Retriever Club of Victoria web site for
more information on raising and training a puppy, and to learn
about all the activities you can do with your dog.
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IMPORTANT
What You Must Consider First!
Nothing is cuter than a Golden Retriever
puppy, and the bond between a well-loved
dog and a dedicated owner is very special.
However, being dog owners brings with it
responsibilities eg. You must ensure your
dog’s health, welfare and wellbeing are
looked after.
In deciding that you would like to make a
Golden Retriever part of your life, it is very
important that you ask yourself if you have:
• Selected a suitable breed for your lifestyle and the home
environment
• Enough time for grooming, training and regular daily
exercise, they are a large breed and will get destructive if
needs are not met
• Enough resources – both financially and in terms of time – to
ensure the best future for your dog
If you genuinely feel you have enough time and the commitment
to be a responsible dog owner, then that is great and you should
make a wonderful owner.

QUICK GOLDEN RETRIEVER FACTS
• Country of origin – Scotland
• Temperament - Biddable, friendly, intelligent, natural working
ability.
• Colour – Any shade of cream to gold
• Weight - Males 32-40kg, Females 25-32 kg
• Lifespan - 12 – 14 years
• Grooming - Double coated, can be straight or wavy. Require
regular grooming – they shed a lot of hair!
• Exercise - required daily 1-2 hrs for an adult
• Training – essential
• ANKC Classification – A Gundog breed
• Average Cost - $3000-$3500 (*2019)

Living with a Golden Retriever
The Golden Retriever is one of the most popular dog breeds in
Australia, especially with families. This has led to many unregistered
puppies being born, from backyard breeders. Sadly these dogs
often end up in rescue or with serious health and temperament
problems.
Character - The Golden Retriever breed was first developed
at the Scottish Estate of Lord Tweedmouth between 1868 and
1890 to assist in retrieving game and waterfowl. It was officially
recognised by the British Kennel Club in 1913.
The instinct to retrieve is still an important characteristic of the

breed, however, the Golden Retriever’s willing nature and
physical attributes make this dog exceptionally versatile. They
are an extremely adaptable breed who can participate in a wide
range of activities. This dog can be seen working as a gundog,
a guide dog for the blind, a Pets as Therapy dog, an assistance
dog, or active in obedience, retrieving, tracking, agility and
show competition. The Golden Retriever’s desire to please is
legendary. Golden Retrievers are noted for their gentle, loving
disposition and they make wonderful family companions.
Housing - Golden Retrievers are family dogs, and happiest
when they are inside your home with you. Do not buy a Golden
if you plan to keep it outside all the time, you will have a
miserable dog that will be lonely and is likely to be destructive
and bark.
Exercise - Do not get a Golden if you prefer a sedentary lifestyle,
they require daily exercise and mental stimulation otherwise
they may destroy your yard and garden.
Training - they are a large dog and require training, starting
from a puppy into adulthood. A well-trained dog is a pleasure
to own.
Grooming - They shed a lot of hair all year round, and require
regular grooming and bathing. Do not buy a Golden if you do
not like dog hair!
Health - As with any large dog breed they can have health
problems. Responsible ANKC registered breeders are part of a
national health scheme that includes the screening of breeding
animals for hip and elbow dysplasia, as well as tests for eye
and heart disorders. Such breeders also utilise DNA testing
for several diseases. Unregistered back yard breeders are not
required to do these tests.
When choosing a breeder you should ask to see this
documentation.

